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What’s the purpose 
of this report?
According to the EU’s Cross-Border Payments Regulation, 
providers need to inform a customer “prior to the initiation of 
the payment transaction, in a clear, neutral and comprehensible 
manner, of the estimated charges for currency conversion 
services applicable to the credit transfer”.

This report shows that despite these rules, banks still hide the 
bulk of the cost of a transfer in an inflated exchange rate. The 
rate they offer their customers is much worse than the rate you 
see on Google. We’ve put two screenshots side-by-side to 
expose these fees and show consumers get a worse deal than 
they think.



Are banks in Spain transparent 
about their fees?
Sending 1,000 EUR to other European currencies (HUF, DKK and PLN)

Company Markup Markup fees Transparency rating

3.4%

3.1%

2.44%

0.7%

2.00%

€32.92 hidden fee

€30.67 hidden fee

€23.79 hidden fee

€7.03 fee disclosed

€19.99 fee disclosed



BBVA
● 3.4% against the mid-market rate isn’t communicated as a cost.

● BBVA exchange rate is presented as the exchange rate.

● Creates the impression that the only cost is €6 in fees.

● Cost of transaction is unclear (vs amount that will be debited).

Sending 1,000 EUR → HUF

* Data collected in October 2023

Mid-market
exchange rate

BBVA
exchange rate

Hidden
markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 EUR = 382.41 HUF 1 EUR = 369.82 HUF
+ 3.4%

€32.92 €6.00 €36.92



Where BBVA hides it?

* Data collected in October 2023

3.4% markup against the 
mid-market rate isn’t 
communicated as a cost.

BBVA exchange rate is presented 
as the exchange rate. Creates the impression that the 

only cost is €6 in fees.

Cost of transaction is unclear (vs 
amount that will be debited).



Santander
● 3.1% exchange rate mark-up against the mid-market rate.

● Santander exchange rate is presented as the exchange rate.

● Creates the impression that the transaction is free.

● Cost of transaction is unclear (vs amount that will be debited).

Sending 1,000 EUR → DKK

* Data collected in October 2023.

Mid-market
exchange rate

Santander
exchange rate

Hidden
markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 EUR = 7.46 DKK 1 EUR = 7.24 DKK
+ 3.1%

€30.67 €0.00 €30.67



Where Santander hides it?

3.1% exchange rate mark-up 
against the mid-market rate.

Santander exchange rate is 
presented as the exchange rate.

Creates the impression that the 
transaction is free.

Cost of transaction is unclear (vs 
amount that will be debited).

* Data collected in October 2023.



CaixaBank
● 2.44% markup against the mid-market rate or 2.48% markup against the ECB 

rate isn’t communicated as a cost.

● CaixaBank exchange rate is presented as the exchange rate.

● Creates the impression that the transaction is free

● Cost of transaction is unclear (vs amount that will be debited).

Sending 1,000 EUR → HUF

* Data collected in January 2023

Mid-market
exchange rate

CaixaBank
exchange rate

Hidden
markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 EUR = 398.98 HUF 1 EUR = 389.33 HUF
+ 2.44%

€23.79 €0.00 €23.79



Where CaixaBank hides it?

* Data collected in January 2023

2.44% markup against the 
mid-market rate or 2.48% markup 
against the ECB rate isn’t 
communicated as a cost.

CaixaBank exchange rate is 
presented as the exchange rate.

Creates the impression that the 
transaction is free.

Cost of transaction is unclear (vs 
amount that will be debited).



OpenBank
● OpenBank explicitly communicates the currency conversion fee as a cost.

● It discloses how big its markup over the OpenBank exchange rate is (0.7%). 
OpenBank uses its “fixing exchange rate” to calculate the markup, which is 
close to the ECB rate or the mid-market rate.

● However, the exchange rate is not disclosed upfront and the customer needs 
to search for a separate document with the exchange rate details. 

● Exchange fee of €7.03 isn’t included in the total cost (€24.02 only includes the 
upfront fee and the Swift fee).

Sending 1,000 EUR → DKK

* Data collected in October 2023.

Mid-market
exchange rate

OpenBank
exchange rate Markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 EUR = 7.46 DKK 1 EUR = 7.47 DKK
+ 0.7%

€7.03
disclosed

€24.02 €33.05



Where OpenBank hides it?

* Data collected in October 2023.

Exchange rate information is 
published daily but can only be 
found in a separate document that 
the customer needs to search for.

OpenBank explicitly communicates the 
currency conversion fee as a cost under 
a tooltip. 
It discloses how big its markup over the 
exchange rate it uses (0.7%), which is 
Openbank's “fixing exchange rate.” 
This rate is close to the mid-market/ECB 
rates. 

Exchange fee of €7.03 is disclosed but 
isn’t included in the total cost 
(€24.02 only includes the upfront fee 
and the Swift fee).



ING
● ING Spain is the only bank on this list which explicitly communicates the 

currency conversion fee as a cost (“2% of the daily exchange rate set by 
the ECB”), aside from the transaction fee (€ 15). It’s also a 2% markup 
against the mid-market rate on Google.

● ING is transparent.

Sending 1,000 EUR → DKK

* Data collected in October 2023

Mid-market
exchange rate

ING
exchange rate Markup fee Stated

transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 DKK = 0.134 EUR 1 DKK = 0.137 EUR
+ 2%

€19.99
disclosed

€15 €34.99



How ING is transparent

* Data collected in October 2023

ING explicitly communicates the 
currency conversion fee as a cost 
(“2% of the daily exchange rate 
set by the ECB”).



APPENDIX



Collected exchange rate data

Mid-market rate

EUR → HUF
(BBVA)

Mid-market rate

EUR → DKK
(Santander)

Mid-market rate

EUR → DKK 
(OpenBank)

Mid-market rate

DKK → EUR
(ING)

Mid-market rate

EUR → HUF
(CaixaBank)

1 EUR = 398.84 Hungarian Forint




